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In the present paper we study the asymptotic behavior of certain solu- 
tions of the second order differential equations 
(P(t) x’(t))’ =4(t) X(l) ’ d ( > =z 
and 
(P(t) x’(t))’ = 4(t) .Mf)), (N) 
where p, q: [0, co) + R and S: R + R are continuous, p(t) > 0, q(t) > 0, and 
z&u) > 0 for 24 # 0. 
As customary [4, p. 3221 it will be assumed throughout this paper that 
a solution x=x(t) of (L) C(N)] is a continuously differentiable function 
such that p(t) x’(t) has a continuous derivative satisfying (L) [(N)]. When 
the function p is continuous but does not have a continuous derivative, 
Eqs. (L) and (N) can be interpreted as the first order systems: 
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x’(t) =$) y(t) 
(L,) 
Y’(t) = 4(t) x(t) 
y’(t) = 4(t) .0x(t)) 
(N,) 
for the vector (x, y) = (x, px’), respectively. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [9]) that all nontrivial solutions x=x(t) of 
(L) and those of (N) which are defined on [a,, + co), c(, > 0, may be 
divided into the following two classes: 
A = (x, solution of (L) [(N)]: 3t, 2 0: x(t) x’(t) > 0 for t > t,} 
B= (x, solution of(L) [(N)]: x(t)x’(t)<O for t>O [t>ct,]). 
The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions 
which belong to class B. 
The plan is the following. In the first section we consider the linear 
case. We give necessary and sufficient conditions which ensure that 
lim t+ +oo x(t)=lim,, +o3 p(t) x’(t) = 0. Such results extend previous ones 
in [S, 111 (see also [4, Chap. 1X-61). Further we obtain some asymptotic 
estimates for the solutions of (L) in B which extend a recent result in [8]. 
These results are interesting in themselves by virtue of their necessary 
and sufficient character, but they are useful also in Section 2 where the 
same problem for the nonlinear case is considered. Using a topological 
approach in Section 2 we solve an open problem (see [lo]) concerning, 
under suitable assumptions, the existence of solutions of (N) which tend to 
zero as t -+ +cc. We also obtain an existence criterion for integrable 
solutions of (N) which extends recent results in [3,6, 121. The asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions of (L) and (N) which belong to class A is 
considered in [ 1 l] and [9], respectively. 
1 
Let 
II= fo+m -& fs q(r) dr ds, 
0 
12 = Jo+ O” q(s) ji -$ dr ds. 
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It is well known that Eq. (L) always has solutions in both class A and in 
class B [4, 3573. Clearly every solution in class B is bounded for t -+ +a~. 
We recall the following result, which will be applied in the sequel: 
THEOREM 1 [ll, Th. 31. Every solution of(L) is bounded if and only if 
I, < +co. 
The following result concerns the convergence of the solutions of (L) 
which are in class B: 
THEOREM 2. (i) Every solution of(L) in B tends to zero (us t -+ +co) if 
and only ifI*= +GO. 
(ii) Every solution of(L) in B tends to a nonzero limit (as t-t +CD) 
$and only (f 12< +oo, I, = +a~. 
Proof: Claim (i) was proved in [ll]; claim (ii) follows easily from 
Theorem 1. Indeed, assume that (L) has a solution x1 in B such that 
lim f+ +m xl(t) = 0. Notice that from (i) there exists at least a solution x2 
in B such that lim,, +oo x2(t) # 0. As x1 and x2 are two linear independent 
solutions of (L) bounded in [0, + co), all solutions of (L) are bounded in 
[O, + co), which contradicts Theorem 1. 
Conversely assume that for every solution x of (L) in B we have 
lim I- +zc x(t) # 0. The assertion follows easily taking into account that if 
I, < +a~, then there always exists a solution z of (L) in B such that 
lim I--r +m z(t)=O. Q.E.D. 
Now if we set 
B,= {xEB:x(+co)=O}, 
B,= {x~B:x(+co)#O}, 
from the previous result we have: 
COROLLARY 1. For equation (L) the sets B, and B, are both nonempty 
if and only if I, < +co, I, < +co, or equivalently if and only if the functions 
I/p, q are both integrable in [O, + m). 
Proof: The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the fact 
that for a > 0 fixed we have 
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and 
Thus we have the following situation: 
z,= +co -B=BO, B,=0 
ZI< +a, I,= +moB=B,, B,=0 
I,< +a, I,< +a-B,#0, B,Z0. 
A similar result concerning the asymptotic behavior of the “p-derivative” 
px’, when x is a solution of (L) in B, holds. If we get 
z(t) = P(t) x’(t) (1) 
it may be shown that z is a solution of the dual equation 
which is obtained from (L) when q and l/p replace one another. As the 
integral I, becomes I, and conversely Z2 becomes Ii when q and l/p change 
their respective roles, we get the following dual results from Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. For every solution x of(L) in B we have 
(i) lim ,+ +m p(t)x’(t)=O ifand only ifZ,= +oo; 
(ii) lim I- +m p(t)x’(t)#O ifandonly z’Zl< +oo, Z2< +oo. 
COROLLARY 2. There exist two solutions x, , x2 of (L) in B such that 
lim t+ +m p(t)xi(t)=O, lim,, +m p(t) x;(t) #O if and onZy if I, < +co, 
I,< +m. 
We now compare the asymptotic behavior of a solution x of (L) in B 
with that of its p-derivative px’. From Theorems 2 and 3 it follows: 
THEOREM 4. (i) For every solution x of (L) in B lim,, +oO x(t)= 
lim I--r +m p(t)x’(t)=O ifand only ifZ,=Zz= +oo. 
(ii) For every solution x of (L) in B O=lim,, +,x(t)# 
lim,, +m p(t)x’(t) ifand o&y ifZI < +co, Z2= +co. 
lim (iii) For every solution x of (L) in B lim,, +oC x(t) # 
,++,p(t)x’(t)=O ifandonly ifZI= +oo, I,< +oo. 
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Finally when both integrals I,, Z2 converge we get the following: 
THEOREM 5. Let O= {(c, d): (c, d)eR*/(O, 0), cd<O}. Then, for every 
pair (c, d) E 52 there exists a solution x of (L) in B such that 
lim ,+ +m x(t) = c, lim,, +oo p(t) x’(t) =d zfand only ifZ, < +oo, I2 < +oo. 
First we prove the following 
LEMMA 1. (i) Assume Z, < + co. Let x be a solution of (L) in B such 
that lim,, +co p(t) x’(t) = 0. Then lim, _ +oo x(t) # 0. 
lim (ii) A 
ssume I, < +oo. Let x be a solution of (L) in B such that 
I- +,x(t)=O. Then lim,, +co p(t)x’(t)#O. 
Proof: Consider claim (i). Without loss of generality we assume that x 
is a positive and decreasing function. Choose a large T such that 
Integrating Eq. (L) in (t, + oo), with t 2 T, we get 
x’(t)> -x(T)-&+~ q(s)ds. 
I 
Thus: 
~(+a)-x(T)> -~(T)jf~&[+~q(r)drds 
I 
= -x(T)j:lq(s)jl&drds> -ix(T) 
or 
x(++(T). 
Claim (i) is now proved. Applying the previous result to Eq. (L’), claim (ii) 
follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume I, < + 03, I, < + co. From Corollary 2 
there exists a solution u of (L) in B such that lim,, +oo p(t) u’(t) = 0. 
Therefore the first claim of Lemma 1 implies lim,, + m u(t) = c, # 0. In the 
same way from Corollary 1 there exists a solution u of (L) in B such that 
lim I-+ +m u(t) = 0. Again we know from Lemma 1 that lim, _ +oo p(t) u’(t) 
= d, # 0. 
Without loss of generality we assume that u and u are positive decreas- 
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ing. We get that the function x(t) = u(t) + o(t) is a solution of (L) in B such 
that lim ,+ +m x(t) = c,, lim,, +m p(t) x’(t) = d,. As Eq. (L) is linear we get 
the desired result. Conversely the assertion follows from Corollaries 1 
and 2. Q.E.D. 
Thus we can sketch the situation as follows: 
I, = +a, I,= +al~(x,px’)+(o,o) 
I, = +m, I, < +cc - (x, px’) + (c,, 0) c,#O 
I,< +a, 12 = +a * (4 PX’) -+ (0, A), 4 # 0 
I, -=c +a, 12 < +a * (x, PX’) --) (c,, dx), 
with ci+dz>O, c,d,<O. 
The previous theorem gives also, as an easy consequence, some results con- 
cerning the “uniqueness” of solutions of (L) in B and their asymptotic 
estimates. We consider now the uniqueness problems, that is, to determine 
how many solution x = x(t) of (L) such that x(0) = A [or x( + cc) = 11 
there are in B (with 2 fixed). When the initial condition x(0) = 1 is given, 
it is well known (see, e.g., [4, p. 3581) that there is no uniqueness if and 
only if both the integrals I, and I, are convergent. On the other hand, 
when the value at t = cc is given, we have 
COROLLARY 3. There exists only one solution x of (L) in B such that 
x( + co) = A for each constant A #O if and only ifZl = +co, Z2 < +oo. 
Proof: The assertion follows easily from Theorems 1 and 2 taking into 
account that the space of solutions of (L) has dimension 2. Q.E.D. 
Finally we examine the problem of the asymptotic estimates for the solu- 
tions of (L) in B. In a recent paper [S], a sufficient condition is given in 
order that every solution of class B of (L) (with p = 1) is a so called 
“slowly” or “rapidly” or “regularly varying” function. Such a result may be 
easily extended to the complete equation (L) with a suitable transformation 
(see, e.g., [ 1 I). When at least one of the integrals I,, I, converges, the 
following corollary extends the quoted results in [8]: 
COROLLARY 4. Let x be a solution of(L) in B. 
(a) If I, < +oo, Z2= +co, then x is asymptotically equivalent to 
JTa (l/p(s)) ds; that is 
,!%z j:” (T;;(s)) ds 
exists finite and different from zero. 
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(b) rf I, = +oo, I,< +co, then x(t)-1, is asymptotically equivalent 
to J&y q(s) J: (l/p(r)) dr ds, where I, = lim, _ +oo x(t) # 0. 
(c) If Z, < +a~, Z, < +oo, then 
(cl) if lim,- +m x(t) = 0, x(t) is asymptotically equivalent to 
j:” (l/~(s)) ds; 
(cd iflim,+ +m x(t) = 1, # 0, then x(t) - I, is asymptotically equiv- 
alent to j:O” (l/p(s)) d.s or to J:” q(s) J; (l/p(r)) dr ds according to 
lim ,+ +oc p(t) x’(t)#O or lim,, +m p(t)x’(t)=O, respectively. 
Proof Claim (a) follows from Theorem 4 using Hospital’s rule. 
A similar proof holds for claims (b) and (c). Q.E.D. 
The previous result gives also a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
integrability of the solutions of (L) which are in B,. Indeed, if I, < +co, 
Z2 = +co, then every solution x of (L) in B, belongs to Lp, 1 < p < +co, 
ifandonlyifP(t)ELP,whereP(t)=J:“(l/p(s))ds. 
2 
We now consider the nonlinear differential equation 
(p(t)x’(t))‘=q(t)f(x(t)). (NJ 
We notice that there exist equations of type (N) without solutions in class 
B, as in the case of the equation 2 = m [7]. On the other hand, when 
f is “small” in a neighbourhood of the origin, then for Eq. (N) the set 
B is again nonempty, as may be proved using a classical argument of 
A. Mambriani (see [ 10, Th. 11). 
The following result holds: 
THEOREM 6. Consider Eq. (N) and assume that 
(hp) there exists a positive constant h such that 
supfO< +cc 
lrl <h r 
Then Eq. (N) has at least a solution in class B. 
As in the previous section we denote by B, [BL] the set of solutions x 
of (N) in B such that x( + cc) = 0 [x( + co) # 01. It is well know, as in the 
linear case, that: 
(a) if I,= +co, then B=B, [12]; 
(b) if I,< +cc, I,= +cc then B=B, [lo]. 
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In [lo] was posed the problem of describing the asymptotic behavior of 
the solutions of (N) in the case I, < +a, Z2 < +co, that is, to know when 
both the integrals converge, if still B, # $3 and B, # 0 as in the linear case. 
The argument used for (L) cannot be extended to the nonlinear case 
because the set of solutions of (N) is not a linear space. In this section the 
existence of solutions of (N) in class B, or B, will be given by using 
topological tools. Further, the results obtained complete the previous ones 
in (a) and (b), because the condition Z2 = + co becomes also necessary in 
order to have B= B,, while conditions Z, < +co, I, = +oo become 
necessary conditions in order to have B = B,. 
More precisely, we will use a fixed point theorem for operators defined 
by Schauder’s linearization device. Such a theorem was proved in [2], and 
reduces the existence of solutions of a boundary value problem for differen- 
tial equations in noncompact intervals to the existence of suitable a priori 
bounds. We recall the result in the form that will be used in the following: 
THEOREM. 7 [2]. Consider the boundary value problem 
(p(t) x’(t))’ = F(t, x(t)), tE [a, +oo) 
x E s, (3) 
where F: [a, + CO) x R -P [w is a continuous function and S is a nonempty 
subset of the FrCchet space C( [a, + CO)) of the continuous real functions 
defined in [a, + 00). Assume that F is the “restriction” to the diagonal of a 
continuous function G: [a, + CO) x II?? + R, that is F( t, c) = G(t, c, c), and 
assume that there exists a nonempty, closed, convex, and bounded subset 
52 c C[a, + co), such that for every u E 52 the boundary value problem 
(p(t) x’(t))’ = G(t, 4th x(t)) 
has a unique solution x = T(u). 
If 
(i) T(sZ)cQ 
(ii) T(Q) c S, 
then the boundary value problem (3) has at least a solution. 
We now prove the existence of solutions of (N) in B, and B, when both 
the integrals I,, Z2 converge. 
THEOREM 8. Consider Eq. (N) and assume that I, < +a~, I, < +oo, 
and: 
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(hp) there exists a positive constant h such that 
supf@< +03. 
Irl<h r 
Then Eq. (N) has at least a solution in class B,, and at least a solution in 
class B,. 
First we prove the following: 
LEMMA 2. Consider Eq. (N) with regularity conditions on f in order to 
have the uniqueness of a trivial solution with respect to the initial data. Let 
x he a nontrivial solution of (N), defined for every t > ~1, (g, > 0), such that 
x(+00)=0. Then x lies in B 0; therefore x(t) x’(t) < 0 for every t > a,. 
Proof. Let H(t) = p(t) x(t) x’(t); as p is positive it suffices to show that 
H(t)<0 for every t>u,. 
Let i be a zero of the function H; since H is increasing, then H(t) > 0 for 
t > i; hence x(t) x’(t) > 0 for t > i, which contradicts the assumption 
x( + co) = 0. In the same way H(t) cannot be positive for t > ~1,. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 8. 
Step 1. First we prove the existence of a solution in B,. From 
Theorem 6 Eq. (N) has solutions in B. In light of Lemma 2, in order to get 
the existence of solutions in B, it suffices to prove that Eq. (N) has at least 
a solution x such that x( + co) = 0. To this end consider 
k= sup f(r) 
Irl<h r 
and choose a large t,, such that 
Let C[tO, + co) be the Frechet space of real continuous functions defined 
in [to, + co) and let 52 and S be such that: 
uEC[t,, +ca):hkl)Lq(s)Jl’pidrds<u(t)<h) 
f 
S= {y~C[t,, +a): y(tcJ=h, y(+co)=O). 
For every u~lR consider the linear differential equation: 
(p(t) y’(t))’ = q(t)fS y(t). WJ 
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s,:mjk-J sf(u(r)) -q(r)drds< +cc 0 u(r) 
I +mfzq(s)ji&drds< +co, 0 
from Corollary 1 Eq. (L,) has solutions in B,. From linearity of (L,), there 
is a unique solution y, in B, such that y, E S. Therefore we may define an 
operator T: Sz + C[ to, + co) that associates to every u E Q the unique solu- 
tion y, = T(u) of (L,) in S. From Lemma 2, a fixed point of the operator 
T will be a solution of (N) in B,. Let us prove that T has at least a fixed 
point in 52. From Theorem 7 it s&ices to show that conditions (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied. 
(i) As y, E B,, yU is a positive decreasing function for t > to. To prove 
claim (i) it suffices to show that for every UGSZ we have 
Let 
In virtue of (5) we have qU(to) > 0, cp,( + 00) = 0. Since for t > to 
b(t) d(t))’ < kq(t)(y,(t) - h) < 0, 
cp,, cannot have a negative minimum for t > to; therefore q,(t) > 0 for every 
u E Q, which proves claim (i). 
(ii) Let {y,}, n E N, be a sequence in T(Q) which converges to a 
function y (with the topology of the uniform convergence on compact sets 
in [to, +a)). 
To prove claim (ii) it suffices to show that y E S. Clearly y(t,) = h. We 
prove that y( + cc) = 0. Choose a large T, T> t,, such that 
Let 
hkj’q(s)ds<l. 
10 
‘= J;(L!ph(s))ds+ ’ ’ (6) 
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and show that p(&) yh(t,,) > -c. Assume that p(tJ y;(t,,) < -c. Integrating 
Eq. (L,) in (t,, t), t < T, and taking into account (6) we get: 
Integrating again in (to, T) we obtain 
Y,(T)-Y,(GJ< - J; (l&r)) ds 
Therefore 
YJT) < Y,(GJ -A = 0. (7) 
As y, E T(Q), (7) gives a contradiction. 
Therefore p( to) yz( to) > -c. As py; is increasing, we have for t > t,: 
P(t) A(f)’ P(h) Y~(hJ 2 --c. 
Integrating in (t, + co), t > t,, and taking into account that y,( + cc) = 0 
we get 
Thus y(+co)=O. 
Then Eq. (N) has at least a solution in B,. 
Step 2. We now prove the existence of a solution in B,. Again let 
k= sup ‘0 
ITI Sh r 
and choose a large t, such that 
(4) 
Under the previous assumptions there is a unique solution x of (N) such 
that 
x’( I,) = 
-kh J;” q(s) ds 
P(b) 
(9) 
Let x be defined in an interval I. 
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We claim that x(t) > 0 for t > t,, t E I. 
Assume that there exists t> t,, in Z, such that x( ti = 0 and x(t) > 0 in 
(to, 0. Integrating (N) in (to, t), to < t < i, we get: 
x’(t)2 -k 
I 
+‘X 
p(t) 10 
q(s) ds. (10) 
Now we integrate in (t,, i), 
-:=x(i)-x(b)3 -k(J,;m q(s)ds)(j;&ds); 
thus 
which contradicts (8). Then x(t) > 0 for t > t,, t E I. Now let us show that 
x is decreasing for t > t,, t E I. Namely, suppose that there exists i> t,, 
iE Z, such that x’(r) = 0, x’(t) < 0 for t E (t,, I). 
Then 0 < x(t) < h/2, t E (t,,, i); hence taking into account (4) 
0 <f&(t)) < Wt), tE (to, 0. 
Integrating Eq. (N) in (t,, t) we have 
The last inequality contradicts (9). 
Therefore x is a positive decreasing function for t > t,, t E r; then x is 
continuable in the future and there exists lim, _ +oo x(t) =x( + co). 
By the same argument given in the proof of Lemma 2 we have that x is 
a decreasing function for every t EZ. In order to complete the proof it 
remains to prove that x( + co) > 0. Taking into account (8), (9), from (10) 
we have 
hence Eq. (N) has at least a solution in B,. Q.E.D. 
The previous results give also asymptotic estimates for the solutions of 
(N) in B. Clearly in our assumptions Eq. (N) has at least a solution in B 
which is not integrable. Furthermore the following corollary, which is a 
consequence of the proof of Step 1 in Theorem 8, holds: 
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COROLLARY 5. Under assumptions of Theorem 8, Eq. (N) has at least a 
solution in B which is LP-integrable if P(t) E Lp, where P(t) = jr” (l/p(s)) ds. 
Such results extend recent ones in [3, 63. 
Finally we remark that our results may be extended to nonlinear 
equations 
(p(t) +I x’(t))’ = h(t, x(t)), 
where h: [0, + co) x R -+ R! is a continuous function such that h(t, u) u > 0 
for u # 0 and such that there exists a real positive function y such that 
for 1~1 small, and $: R’ + R is a positive continuously differentiable 
function. 
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